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                             1. Introduction

    As an illustration of the new operative method (Mimura et al. [4, 5]) which grevv'
up from the application of a suitable version of Noether's theorem [6] to the composite

variational principle (Caviglia [1, 2]), it was derived a couple of independent conserved

quantities (first integrals) for the motions of the following particle in the central force

problem (see Whittaker [7], p. 243):

    A single particle moving in a plane under a central force directed tow'ards a .fixed

center in a resisting medium, where the force is proportional to the particle's distance
from the center and the medium imposes a retarding force equal to 6 times the velo(;itJ;.

    The origin is placed on the center of force and the position of particle at time
t is defined by polar coordinates (r(t), q(t)) to have the differential equations of the

motion (e.g. Djukic [3]):

                        m(i' - rip2) + 6i + ur - O,

                         m(rdi + 2io) + 6rip - O,

where m(m År O) is the mass of particle and a(o År O) is the central force constant. So

by putting

                               6 ,o
                           pt= , to =: -,                              2m m
it follows that

(1) F+2/tti+co2r-r(b2=O,
(2) rdi +2iip +2ptrip-O,
which are the Euler-Lagrange equations with the Lagrangian

                       L = Se2pt(i2 + (rip)2 - (cor)2).

    The couple of conserved quantities of the equations (1) and (2) are [4, g4; 5, g6]

(3) 9, = e2"(Si2 +S(rip)2 + S(cor)2 + ptri),
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(4) S22 =e2pt r2 ip,
in which 9i was obtained by Djukic [3] under the symmetry for the gauge-variant
Lagrangians, while the equation (2) can be put as

                            d(r2 ip)
                            ---i. == -2#dt,
                             r op
whose solution r2ip = 92e-2pt (92: const.) leads to the appearance of 92 of (4). In

this paper, we show that the conserved quantities (3) and (4) contribute to determine
completely the motions of the particle in the central force problem.

         2. A determination of motions through the conserved quantities

    In the couple of the conserved quantities 9i and 92 of the equations of the
motion, di can be eliminated to see

              (rfi)2 + 2ptr3i + co2r4 - 29ie-2ptr2 + (92e-2"')2 =: O,

which is transformed, by a change of variable x = e"tr, into

(s) (xab)2+((o2-"2)x`-29,x2+9i == O;
while (4) is also into

(6) x2di == 9,.
The motions of the particle in the considering central force problem can be determined
completely by the equations (5) and (6).
    1. We first settle the case with 9, #O which implies by (6) that ip lO, i.e., the
particle is moving out of the straight. Then, Sl2i and 92 lie in the root which comes

from the equation (5):

(7) .ab .. Å}V-(.2"': pt2iXit--\ 2gl'P-gi,
satisfying the conditions: 9, År O if tu2 - pt2 Årrm O, and 9i - (to2 - u2)93 ;) O.

    1.1. 92 iL O and co2 - pt2 År O. By putting

                 ...,rÅr/.1..9i',(Id"'tt,"tJtt/, b=-''P'''2'•

                          co -pt co -pt
the equation (7) is written as

                    .ab ,,. Å} ffm pt2 Va2 m (-.--2 Jb)i.

If a= O, this equation has a solution x2 =b; and if al O, by using a variable y = x2,
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      it leads to

                          v.2 -d.iy - b-p = Å} 2./EEIiii ia dt,

      which is integrated:

                     sin-iY-b = Å}2J6rv2 - pt2 t+ ct (ct: const.).

                           a
      Consequently, together with y= x2 == b for a= O, the solution y can be put as (replace

      Å} ct with ct)

                           y= Å}a sin (2 Vth2 - "2 t+ ct) + b,

      in which the minus sign is nonessential, since the constant ct can be replaced with ct + n.
      Here note that the constantg. a and b (b År O) satisfy b2 - a2 == 9g /(co2 - Lt2) År O, so

      that y År- b Å} a År O. For the solution, by a change of variable T = 2VE[Ji=-Jtt2 t + ct,

      the equation (6) with 92 = Å} ,.!ptt2 - a2)(tu2 =l"2)' is transformed into

                                   sc                           dop
                           m-r.TÅ} . (92ÅrÅqO),
                           dT 2(a smT+ b)

      which is integrated:

                      op =, Å} ta.-ib tan (S.T.) +a+k (k: const.).

                                  ff

      In this way, the motion of the particle is determined:

                 r = e-pt a sin (2 VTul2 - "2 t + ct) + b,

                         "i b tan (N/EEI2 - pt2 t + sct) + a
                            -- . . ww--- pm +k (9, ÅrÅq O).                 op = Å} tan

          1.2. 92 7EO and co2-"2ÅqO. By using the above b and

                                    9i - (to2 - pt2)g3'
                              a== --- r' 2 2 '
                                       pt - tu

      the equation (7) is written as

• xS=Å}N/lliTi:tu2 (x2-b)2-a2;
      which, by the variable y =x2, leads to
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                      (y rmidbY),=wwm = Å} 2pm dt.

So that, through the integration:

              cosh-`Y-b == Å}2pmt+ ct (ct: const.),
                     a
the solution y can be put as (replace Å} ct with ct)

                     y = a cosh (2V7?'-=' tu2 t + ct) + b,

where the constants a(a År O) and b satisfy a2 - b2 = 9Z/(#2 - tu2) År O, so that
y }) a + b År O. Accordingly, by the variable T = 2pm t + ct, the equation (6)
with 92 : Å} V(a2'-J b'-2)(pt2- to2) leads to

                             pti                     dop
                    2 ==Å} - (9,ÅrÅqO).                     dT acoshT+b
Moreover, by a change of variable ip = tanh(ST), this equation is transformed into

                      dop ... Vfa-J 6ir'/(l4.I.L"b)-

                      dip ip2+ (a + b)/(a - b)'

which is integrated:

                 op = Å} tan-' --(a--- b)di +k (k: const.).

                            ff

Therefore the motion of the particle is determined:

          r = e-"' a cosh (2 N/ZA7I=E[JZ t + ct) + b,

                  -, (a - b) tanh (VP'i ---di2 t + -,i ct)

                    r-puzm pm +k (9,ÅrÅqO).          tp == Å} tan

    1.3. 92 v! O and co2 - pt2 = O. By putting

                     a- V2k7I• b= 9.Z = -./9{lbl'

the equation (7) is written as

                            xdx
                          - - -----:m:.:: = Å} adt.
                          V551i-b2
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Then, through the integration

                          V552--L b2 = Å} at + ct,

x2 can be put as (replace Å} ct with ct)

                           x2 .= (at + ct)2 + b2.

Accordingly, by a change of variable T=at+ct, the equation (6) with S22=ab is

transformed into

                             dop b
                             dT T2 + b2'

which is integrated:

                      op -- tan-i ! + k (k : const.).
                               b

Therefore the motion of the particle is determined:

                         r == e'"tN/((Zll-+ ct)2 + b2,

                         op = tan-1 at + ct + k.

                                   b

   2. In the following case with 92=O, we leave the particular solution r =O of
(1) and (2) out of consideration, since it means that the particle stays at the origin
(center of force). Then (6) implies ip = O, i.e., the particle is moving straight towards

the origin with coordinate r(t) on the line. In this case, (1) leads to the equation of

linearly damped one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. And the equation (7) is reduced

to

(8) ab -Å} Vr- (.2- pt2).2 +2gl.
    2. 1. 9, = O and tu2 - pa2 År O. Since 9, År O in the root of (8), by putting

                             a == Vfiiilll.li,I-•

the equation (9) leads to

                          dx                             ---i -- Å} pt2- dt,
                       ffX

whose solution
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                    sin-' -X- = Å} ff- pt2t+ ct (ct: const.)

                         a

is arranged in r= e-Ptx to obtain (the minus sign is omitted as remarked in 1.1)

                        r = ae-pt sin (" t + ct).

    2.2. 92 =O and (D2 - "2 Åq O. By putting

                                     219,1
                              a= '2 'L 2'
                                    pt - ca

the equation (8) leads to

                            dx                         V55111J.5 = Å} M= co2 d,,

in which Å} a2 correspond respectively to S2i ÅrÅq O, while a = O if S;2i = O. The respective

mtegratlons

             sinh-i2!1 =. Å}ff- tu2t+ct (ct: const.), if S2iÅrO;

                   a

             cosh-i rvX- == Å} pm t + ct (ct : const.), if 9i Åq O;

                    a

             x= cteÅ} Vft-i= to2t (ct: const.), if S2i =O;

are arranged respectively in r =e-"'x to obtain

                r == Å} ae-"' sinh(ff1'L" co2t+ ct), if 9i ÅrO;

                r= ae-pt cosh(Jff2rm1':['L co2t+ ct), if 9i ÅqO;

                r=cte-pteÅ}va tu ', if S2i=O.

    2.3. 92=O and tu2-#2=O. In this case, from ab=Å}v/llllÅr1 immediately
follows the solution

                    r= Å} e-pt'(V29i t+ ct) (ct: const).

    Thus the motions of the particle in the considering central force problem are
determined completely. In conclusion, the results are summalized:

    THEoREM. Let a single particle of mass m(m År O) with polar coodinates (r(t), op(t))

is moving under a central force ar(a: const., aÅrO) directed towards the origin in a
resisting medium which imposes a retarding force equal to 6(6: const., 6 År O) times the
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velocity.

    When initial position (ro, opo) and velocity (io, ipo) of the particle are given, the

conserved quantities 9i and 92 can be evaluated by substituting the data for (3) and
(4). And then the motions of the particle are determined completely as follows, where
K == (4ma - 62)/4m2 and K ;}! O implies that S2i År O.

    In the case with 92 7k O, i.e., the particle is moving out qf the straight, then

two-dimensional motions are determined as

      r = em"t Va sin (2 Vkt + ct) + b,
                                                          if KÅrO•                                                                 '      op=Å}tan-ib-S.an(tttK-,---(i+./lct)+Lm!Z+k (92ÅrÅqO),

      r = e-pt VZi-cosh (2 V=iÅqit + ct) + b,

      op = Å} t..-i (a-r. -b-)-ga-vn E}!N)fli,K- t- +-tlct) +k (g, År. o),

      r - e-pt V(dt + "ctMJ2 +-b-i ,

               at + ct      op = tan-i - ----- + k,
                 b

where a and b are the constants:

                  .=y.1-tT.'?'t7-k`9--rm'2,b=9!, ifKÅro;

                          KK
                  ..,. fÅr/. i.-9iMrm:umKrm9r-g, b= 9i, if KÅqo;

                         -K K
                  a == NboI• b = v[li- iii}--r• `f K = O-

if KÅqO;

if K-O;

respectively; while the constants k and ct are specif7ed by the initial data.

    Particularly in the case with S22=O, i.e., the particle is moving straight towards
the origin with a coordinate r(t) on the line, then one-dimensional motions are determined

as

            r:ae-"' sin(VKt+ ct), if KÅrO;
            r= Å} ae-"' sinh (v/IJJK t+ ct) (9i År O),

            r == aeMpt cosh (V-Kt+ ct) (S;2iÅq O), if KÅqO;

            r= cte -' pt eÅ}V-K` (9i=O),
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           r=Å}e-"'(at+ct), if K-- O;
where a is the constant:

                 a= N/f21Il!, if KÅro;

                 a.. ,F 29i (g, ÅrÅq o), if KÅqO;
                         K

                 a=v/l!bl, if"iK =o;
re,spectivelvv; while the constant ct is speciJtied by the initial data.

   REMARK 1. In the case of KÅqO with S22 7E O, by replacing the constant ct with
Å} log(2ct2/a) (92 ÅrÅq O), we have the other appearance of r:

            r = e" "' ct2eÅ}2V :lkr' + (a/2 ct)2 eT J=-Z' + b (Sl22 ÅrÅq O).

   REMARK 2. Let S2,-O in the case with 9, 7E O. Then, a--År S2,/K =- b if KÅrO,
a-År T S2i/K= Tb(9i ÅrÅq O) if KÅqO and b-O if K=O; accordingly the angle (p in
each case of K converges to a constant. And, in vi'ew of that for KÅrO with

a=b=9i/K:
             a sin (2 Vk t + ct) + b = ZK9' sin2 (./iZit + Sct + tz);

and for KÅqO with a= Tb == T S;}i/K (9i ). O):

                              2S2      a cosh (2 VTkt + ct) + b == - -K=i sinh2 (Fk't + }. ct) (9i År O),

                            2S2      a cosh (2 V=-kt+ ct) +b =: -k7-! cosh2 (v!fiJ- Kt+Sct) (S2i Åq O),

the particle's distance r in each case converges respectively to that (up to the sign)

in each case with 92==O except the case of KÅqO with 9i=O. However we can
avoid the peculiarity by means o.f the appearance of r in the remark 1 (the case of

KÅqO with 9,lO). In fact, for a =Tb= F9i/K (9, ÅrÅq O), the terms in the root
lead to

     ct2eÅ}2V=k7t + 4act22 eT2Ncrkt + b = (cteÅ}V-Kt + 2[ilk e\Vi ](-')2 (s;22 ÅrÅq o),

which turns into

                  a2 sinh2 (J Kt+ 7), if 9i År O,
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                    a2 cosh2(v/=-kt+ 7), if 9i Åq O,

where a = JF (29i/k) (9i ÅrÅq O) and 7 == Å} log (2ct/a) (S2, ÅrÅq O). Thus the respective

motions with 92 = O can be regarded as the limiting case : 92 --År O of that with 92 l O.

    Let a single particle of mass m = 1, moving against a medium with retarding
force constant 6 =: 2, have the initial position (ro, opo) = (1, O) and velocity (io, ipo) =

(- 1, 5). Then S}2 == 5, and #, to, K, 9i are determined according to the following
central force constants o:

u ca K 91
1 4 15 20
12 3 141 vEE 1 13
1 1 O 12.5
1 1/sv/li -O.8 12.1

1 O -1 12
For the values of o and 6= 2, the trajectories of the particle determined in the
theorem are as follows.
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Figure: The motions of a particle under a central force
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